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ABSTRACT
One approach to easing program comprehension is to reduce
the amount of code that a developer has to read. Describing the high level abstract algorithmic actions associated
with code fragments using succint natural language phrases
enables a newcomer to focus on fewer and more abstract
concepts when trying to understand a given method. Unfortunately, such descriptions are typically missing because
it is tedious to create them manually.
We present an automatic technique for identifying code
fragments that implement high level abstractions of actions
and expressing them as a natural language description. Our
studies of 1000 Java programs indicate that our heuristics
for identifying code fragments implementing high level actions are widely applicable. Judgements of our generated
descriptions by 15 experienced Java programmers strongly
suggest that indeed they view the fragments that we identify as representing high level actions and our synthesized
descriptions accurately express the abstraction.
Categories and Subject Descriptors:
D.2.7 [Software Engineering]: Distribution, Maintenance,
and Enhancement – Documentation
General Terms: Algorithms, Documentation

1.

INTRODUCTION

It is almost axiomatic that software maintenance is resource intensive and program comprehension required for
maintenance is difficult and time-consuming, especially for
a newcomer, i.e., a developer faced with an unfamiliar system or an unfamiliar component of a known system. One
approach to helping program comprehension is to reduce
the amount of code that a human has to read. For a given
method, a human could focus on fewer and more abstract
actions at a time to understand the code if the code segments that implement higher level algorithmic steps were
∗
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delineated and described at a more abstract level. However,
such internal documentation is often missing or obsolete because it is tedious to manually create and keep current. Additionally, extract method refactoring could also condense a
method’s code size by replacing the extracted method body
statements by a method call; however, this transformation
requires tedious analysis to maintain the original semantics.
In this paper, we present the first known technique to automatically identify groupings of statements (i.e., code fragments) that collectively implement high level actions and to
then synthesize a succinct natural language description to
express each high level abstraction. By a high level action,
we mean a high level abstract algorithmic step of a method.
For example, our algorithm will automatically deduce that
the code fragment from lines 9 to 16 in Listing 1 implements
a more abstract action and then synthesize the natural language description to represent that action:
9 f o r ( i n t x = 0 ; x < v A t t a c k s . s i z e ( ) ; x++) {
10 WeaponAttackAction waa=v A t t a c k s . elementAt ( x
);
11 f l o a t fDanger = getExpectedDamage ( g , waa ) ;
12
i f ( fDanger > f H i g h e s t ) {
13
f H i g h e s t = fDanger ;
14
waaHighest = waa ;
15 }
16 }
17 return waaHighest ;

Listing 1: Lines 9-16 implement high level action
Synthesized Description: Get weapon attack action object (in vectorAttacks) with highest expected damage
The resulting phrase reduces and factors out the details
of the set of individual statements that implement the high
level algorithmic step being performed. 1
Our algorithm takes a Java method as input and outputs
the method with natural language phrases associated with
blocks of statements identified as implementing high level
actions. We separately analyze sequences of statements,
conditional statement blocks, and loops within the method.
To delineate a grouping of statements that collectively implements an identifiable high level action, we leverage both
programming language syntax and semantic information as
well as linguistic clues embedded in the developers’ naming
of entities. To synthesize succinct natural language descriptions to express the abstraction, we utilize advanced text
1

For each of the listings that we use to illustrate challenges
and aspects of our technique throughout this paper, we provide the automatically synthesized description.

generation techniques. Our automatic system involves analysis of source code only, requiring no execution information,
and thus can be applied to incorrect, incomplete, and unexecutable legacy systems. Since the analysis is local to a
method, this capability can be integrated easily into an IDE
to provide current descriptions as the software developer begins editing a given method.
Our synthesized descriptions have many uses for software
maintenance beyond a tool to help with program understanding. We are able to identify potential candidates for
the ExtractMethod refactoring [7] and additionally to suggest a good name for the extracted method using the action,
theme (i.e., direct object) and other arguments (i.e., indirect
objects, prepositional phrases,...) that are identified to synthesize a description. This same information can be used
to identify poor method names and suggest better naming
that includes both action and theme. The phrases could
be used to verify traceability results as well as to generate
internal comments for legacy codes. The high level actions
that are extracted and expressed as phrases can be used to
generate smoother, more succinct method summaries than
previous work [21]. We also believe that code search can
be improved by using the high level action descriptions to
associate higher level actions with the methods containing
them, providing new verbs for the queries to match in the
code. For example, it might be easier to locate code that
performs a Max after identifying and describing a given code
fragment within a method that implements this higher level
action.
The main contributions of this paper are:
• A set of algorithms to identify code fragments (of sequences, conditionals, and loops) within a method that
implement high level abstract actions
• Rules to synthesize succinct, accurate natural language
descriptions expressing the high level actions
• Validation of the prevalence and potential reduction in
detail with our system applied to 1.2 million methods
from 1000 Java programs, and developer-judged precision of the automatically identified high level actions
and associated descriptions. 225 independent judgements among 15 experienced Java developers on 75
identified code fragments strongly confirm that the
code fragments we identify as high level actions are
indeed abstractions and that our synthesized descriptions accurately express these abstractions.
• Illustrations of how the synthesized descriptions can
improve four client tools for software maintenance

2.

PROBLEM STATEMENT
In this paper, we are addressing the problem:
Given the signature and body for a method M,
automatically discover each code fragment that
implements a high level abstract action comprising the overall algorithm of M, and accurately
express each high level action as a succinct natural language description.

Consider the example makeLine in Listing 2. This method
is composed of three high level actions: (1) create a horizontal box, (2) add the given components to the box, and (3)
return the box. One can view any method as representing

a high level action itself, especially from the perspective of
its callers. Since there is nothing to be gained by labeling
individual method calls or statements as a high level action, we instead focus on the problem of grouping multiple
statements that collectively implement a high level abstract
action. In the example, we seek to automatically capture
that the three statements 4-6 together implement the second algorithmic step of the method.
1 Box makeLine ( JComponent f , JComponent s ,
JComponent t ) {
2 Box o n e l i n e B o x = Box . c r e a t e H o r i z o n t a l B o x ( ) ;
3 // add components
4 o n e l i n e B o x . add ( f ) ;
5 o n e l i n e B o x . add ( s ) ;
6 o n e l i n e B o x . add ( t ) ;
7
8 return ( o n e l i n e B o x ) ;
9 }

Listing 2: High level action as a sequence : Lines 4
to 6: “add given components to oneline box”
There may be a myriad of types of statement groups that
might represent high level actions. This paper examines
three kinds of statement groups corresponding to major control structures within a method:
• a sequence of statements that when taken together represents a single high level action
• a conditional block that performs an action with subtle
variations based on the condition
• code patterns that are commonly implemented using
loop constructs that constitute a single high level action
In this paper, we focus on identifying arbitrary statement
sequences in which each statement is performing a similar
action. We do not solve the problem of identifying groupings
of statements where each statement performs a different kind
of subaction of a given high level action, such as a swap
operation. These sequences require looking for a specific
known syntactic template or domain knowledge. Instead,
we focus on identifying high level actions composed of a
set of similar actions with some differences in the actions’
arguments, such as in Listing 2, without a predefined set of
syntactic templates. We focus on similar kinds of high level
actions in conditionals, except the similar actions now occur
in different branches, creating a different set of challenges for
identification and synthesis. For loops, we examine specific
high level actions based on templates; the major challenge
for handling loops is synthesizing a good description for the
high level action from the loop information. Identification
and text representation synthesis have challenges specific to
each of these types of statement groups. We describe the
specific challenges within each subsection below.

3.

DETECTING AND DESCRIBING HIGH
LEVEL ACTIONS

Our approach to automatically detecting and documenting high level actions follows the process illustrated in Figure 1. The first phase, a preprocessing phase, involves traditional program analysis to build the program representations that capture program syntax and semantics and linguistic information used by our analysis. We then traverse

Figure 1: High level view of process: Detect high level action code fragments and synthesize descriptions
the method’s abstract syntax tree and use both program
structure and linguistic information to identify code fragment candidates for high level action abstraction. For each
candidate high level action fragment, we analyze the code
fragment to identify the action, theme, and secondary arguments to describe the high level action, and then generate the natural language phrase based on the kind of code
fragment — sequence, conditional or loop. Each remaining
subsection describes the individual phases of our approach.

3.1

Structure and Linguistic Information

Both the analysis to detect code fragments implementing high level actions and analysis to synthesize descriptions
use information in the abstract syntax tree and control flow
graph representations of the method under analysis. Both
analyses also use information from naming conventions and
linguistic knowledge gained from observations of thousands
of Java programs. In particular, we use information from
the control flow graph, data and control dependences, along
with textual clues which we obtain from the Software Word
Usage Model (SWUM) [10] of the program.
Before any word usage information can be extracted from
names used in the program, identifiers must be split into
component words. We use camel case splitting, which splits
words based on capital letters, underscores, and numbers
(e.g., childXMLElement would be split into “child XML Element”), and aspects of more advanced splitting [6]. As in
any system that uses linguistic information, our technique
will be hindered if the source code does not include at least
some meaningful variable, method, and type names. We believe this requirement is reasonable, given that developers
tend to choose long and descriptive names for highly visible
program entities such as methods and types [18].
Abbreviations in variable and type names can reduce the
readability of the generated description and accuracy of our
analysis (e.g., Button butSelectAll, MouseEvent evt). We use
techniques from prior work [11] to automatically identify
and expand abbreviations in code.
The Software Word Usage Model (SWUM) [10] provides
us with the necessary linguistic information beyond individual word frequencies necessary to both identify and express
high level actions. SWUM not only captures the occurrences
of words in code, but also their linguistic and structural relationships. SWUM has been successfully used in concern
location and summary comment generation for Java methods [21].
Particularly, we use SWUM to obtain the action, theme,
and optional secondary arguments of a statement grouping

7
8
9
10
11

buildGameMenu ( ) ;
buildViewMenu ( ) ;
buildOrdersMenu ( ) ;
buildReportMenu ( ) ;
buildColopediaMenu ( ) ;

Listing 3: Different method calls can form a
fragment in a sequence : Lines 7 - 11: “build menus”

to generate succint and smooth descriptions, and, in conjunction with program structure, we use this information
to identify code fragments that implement a high level action. Consider the example method signature list.add(Item
i), which can be captured by the phrase, “add item to list.” In
this example, the action is “add”, the theme is “item” and the
secondary argument is “(to) list”. Further, in this example,
the location of the theme is the given parameter while the
location of the secondary argument is the receiver object. In
addition to these locations, a theme or secondary argument
can be the method name itself (e.g., buildMenu()) Lastly, we
leverage our previous work in [21] which develops a strategy
for variable lexicalization, in which descriptive noun phrases
describing variables are generated with modifiers extracted
through type information.

3.2

Sequence as Single Action

Challenges. We focus on identifying sequences of statements with similar actions, indicated by similar method
calls. The basic identification challenge is to determine whether
a given statement is similar to its successor statement and
thus can be integrated with it to build a fragment. To integrate two statements, we need to define a notion of similarity
between the statements’ actions.
From Listing 2, one might think that statements with the
same method being called can be integrated to form a fragment. However, as shown in Listing 3, the individual method
names are different, yet there is a high level action implemented by lines 7-11, synthesized as build menus or build
different menus.
Conversely, a sequence of the same method being called
may not be integrable. In Listing 4, we claim that lines 15 to
17 have a high level action of “add panels to content panel”.
It is not clear if line 18 should be included in this fragment,
as the type of the actual parameter to add in line 18, is
JButton, while the type of the actual parameter to the add
calls on lines 15 to 17, is a JPanel. A description of lines 15

15
16
17
18

c o n t e n t P a n e . add ( endedPanel ) ;
c o n t e n t P a n e . add ( b i d P a n e l ) ;
c o n t e n t P a n e . add ( e n d i n g P a n e l ) ;
c o n t e n t P a n e . add ( buttonOK ) ;

Listing 4: Same method calls need not form a
fragment in a sequence : Fragment is lines 15 - 17
only : “add panels to content panel”

to 18 is likely to mention two different kinds of addition and
hence our belief that lines 15 to 18 represent two individual
steps. While one could use the formal parameter of add to
include 18 with 15 to 17, the resulting abstraction of “add
components to content panel” is too vague.
As shown above, common actions alone do not suffice in
integrating two statements. Thus, we take into account the
fact that there could be differences among the method calls
in the name, parameter or receiver object. Even among the
differences, we strive to find some commonality to integrate
statements into a fragment.
The next challenge is to synthesize a phrase that represents an abstraction of the fragment. To generate such a
phrase, we need to identify the common and different parts
among the integrable statements and find a way to express
the differences in a concise manner without being overly
generic.
Identifying fragments. We focus on integrating statements with one or more method calls, as this is the general
case. For a given method, we build a fragment in an incremental manner. We determine if pairs of statements are
integrable, starting with the first statement in the method.
We build a fragment of such integrable statements with maximum possible length. A given method can have several such
fragments.
Figure 2 shows the heuristic for “integrable” used to integrate any two statements in a sequence. We illustrate the
execution of the algorithm in Figure 2 with the example in
Listing 4. The first task is to generate succinct verb phrases
for the given two statements using templates defined in [21].
A verb phrase begins with a verb followed by a noun phrase
(NP) and optional prepositional phrases (PP). A prepositional phrase begins with a preposition followed by an NP.
In an English NP, the last word is typically the head word
and is important because it bears the type of the object it
refers to, whereas preceding words modify or describe the
head word.
Consider Line 15 and Line 16 in Listing 4. Our system
generates the verb phrases add ended panel to content panel
and add bid panel to content panel for lines 15 and 16, respectively. The verbs in the verb phrases are the same. The
PPs are the same – to content panel. The NPs have the
same head word, panel. Thus, we decide that lines 15 and
16 can be integrated. Similarly, lines 16 and 17 can be integrated. However, for line 18, the generated phrase is add
okButton to content panel. Now the head words of the NP
in the phrases for lines 17 and 18 are not the same. Thus,
we do not integrate lines 17 and 18, and the fragment only
consists of lines 16, 17 and 18.
Synthesizing the description. In an identified fragment,
we synthesize the description by beginning with the common
verb. To generate a single phrase for NP1 and NP2 (Fig-

i f ( nothingJrb . i s S e l e c t e d () ) {
ConfigurationManager . setProperty ( . . . ) ;
} else i f ( l a s t J r b . i s S e l e c t e d () ) {
ConfigurationManager . setProperty ( . . . ) ;
} e l s e i f ( LastKeepPosJrb . i s S e l e c t e d ( ) ) {
ConfigurationManager . setProperty ( . . . ) ;
}

37
38
39
41
42
44
45

Listing 5: Higher level action in a conditional : Lines
37 to 45 : “set property based on which radio button
is selected”

ure 2), we use the plural form of the common head word of
NP1 and NP2, if the NPs differ, or use the common Noun
Phrase. For the PP, we use the common preposition and
use our previous work on lexicalization of variables [21] to
synthesize the NP part of the PP. Finally, if the NPs do not
share the head word but corrrespond to fields of the same
class, we synthesize “all attributes” or “different attributes”
based on whether all or some fields of the class appear in
the different statements of the fragment.

Figure 2: Integrating statements in a sequence

3.3

Abstracting Conditionals

Challenges:. In the case of a sequence, we only focused on
a series of statements with method calls. However, for conditionals, we need to integrate additional kinds of statements.
Additionally, there can be multiple statements along different branches, which are not integrable as a sequence but
some or all of the statements can be integrated with a corresponding statement in the other branch(es). In addition
to unifying the statements along the different branches, we
need to handle the integration of the conditional expressions
guarding the different branches, as shown in Listing 5.
Synthesizing the description poses new challenges due to
the new types of statements that can be unified, the handling of multiple statements as described above and the need
to describe succinctly the guarding conditional expressions.
For example, there may be opportunities to integrate return
statements that occur along different paths of a conditional.
When integrating return statements, all the return expressions may be literals or similar method calls, in which case,
we need strategies to synthesize a more precise phrase, as
shown in Listing 6.
Identifying and describing conditionals. Here, we describe our approach for integrating statements in the then

6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13

switch ( movementType ) {
case IEntityMovementType .MOVE NONE :
return ”N” ;
case IEntityMovementType .MOVE WALK :
return ”W” ;
case IEntityMovementType .MOVE RUN :
return ”R” ;
}

Listing 6: Theme Inference for return: Lines 6 to 13:
“Return movement abbreviation based on movement
type”

and else branches of an if else statement. We handle if . . . else
if . . . else . . . by integrating the statements of the second ifelse and then recursively integrating with the parent if. This
strategy also generalizes to switch statements.
We compare each statement in the then block with each
statement in the else branch to build a fragment. When the
statements involved only method calls, the fragment identification and abstraction follows the same algorithm as for
statement sequences. The crucial difference is in synthesizing a description, where instead of the plural used in the
sequence case, we use the corresponding singular form. Listing 5, lines 38, 41, 44 demonstrate this basic case.
Additionally, we can also detect potential opportunities
to integrate return statements and assignments to the same
variable along the different branches. These two types do
not manifest in the sequence abstraction case where the integrable actions will occur along the same path; a programmer would not correctly have two exact same assignments
to the same variable along the same path.
Here, we describe the integration of the different statement types we could encounter in identifying and describing
high level actions in different conditional branches. For return statements, we integrate based on the actual return expressions. If each return expression is a literal (e.g., return
1;), we infer a name for the theme as shown in Listing 6,
based on the theme of the enclosing method. Our strategy
enables the synthesis of movement abbreviation in place of
the generic string in the abstraction. For variables, we lexicalize the variables [21] and check if the lexicalized variables
can be integrated. For method calls, we check if the generated phrases for the calls can be integrated and if so, use
the synthesized phrase for the abstraction.
For assignments to the same variable, v, if the assignment
is not due to a method call, we abstract the fragment as, update lexicalize(v), where lexicalize is defined in [21]. When
the assignment is due to a create or get method, we abstract the assignment statements in the different branches
as “create or get lexicalize(v)” as shown in Listing 7.
Describing conditional expressions. In addition to integrating the statements in the different branches, we also
need to integrate and synthesize a phrase for the guarding
conditional expressions. Our strategy is similar to the strategy we follow for statements except for the fact that we now
need to consider clauses of the form subject predicate object
generated for the conditional expresssions (instead of verb
phrases). The clauses are generated using [21]. We compare
the generated clause for each conditional expression to see
if the expressions are integrable.
If the subject and predicate of each clause is the same, then

3 i f ( type
4
tester =
;
5 } else i f
6
tester =
7 } else {
8
tester =
9 }

== PT HTTP ) {
new NetworkAdminHTTPTester ( c o r e , l )
( t y p e == PT TCP ) {
new NetworkAdminTCPTester ( c o r e , l ) ;
new NetworkAdminUDPTester ( c o r e , l ) ;

Listing 7: Similar assignment : Lines 3-9 : ”create
network administration protocol tester based on type”

we integrate the expressions and synthesize an abstraction
as:
“based on subject predicate”
An example is shown in Figure 4(a), lines 5, 7 and 10.
Notice the use of what in the abstraction. The individual clauses for each expression are propositions of the
form “osName starts with . . . ”. We use what to transform
these propositions into corresponding questions, what does
osName start with? The heuristic uses what because the
predicate startsWith begins with a verb in the third person
singular.
If only the head word of the subject in each clause is the
same, then we integrate the conditional expressions and synthesize the abstraction as:
based on which head word predicate object
For example, in Listing 5, the abstraction for 37, 39, 42
is based on which RadioButton is selected. Again notice
the use of which in the abstraction, to help transform the
proposition into a corresponding question. Also, observe
the use of RadioButton in the synthesized phrase obtained
from the type name of the receiver object in the expression
method calls. Finally, the heuristic uses which because the
predicate isSelected begins with the auxiliary verb, is.
In the default case, we integrate the expressions and synthesize an abstraction, based on different conditions.

3.4

Finding Traceable Patterns in Loops

Challenges. Our first challenge is to identify loops that
perform common algorithmic steps like finding, counting,
copying (e.g., Listing 1). This involves developing identification templates for each common algorithmic step in a
loop, which are general enough to capture a range of code
fragments that carry out these algorithmic steps. The second challenge is to develop heuristics to synthesize a smooth
and succint phrase for each identified type.
Strategy: Loop fragment identification and abstraction. We examined many loops across diverse open-source
programs and developed heuristics to identify common high
level actions performed by loops. As a proof of concept,
we have developed and implemented rules for five different
common high level actions implemented by loops. These
patterns are:
max-min: Get an item in a collection with a maximum
(minimum) value computed using some specified criteria (e.g., Listing 1)
count: Count items in a collection that meet a specified
criteria
contains: Check if a collection contains an item that has
some specified property

find: Find an item in a collection that meets some specified
criteria
copy: Copy one or more items in a collection that have a
desired attribute(s) to another collection
Some other algorithmic loop patterns follow immediately
from the above. For example, sum can be seen an extension of count. We can extend our work by looking for other
algorithmic patterns in sources like the C++ Standard Template Library and the Java library. We can also add to the
catalog of common patterns by looking at introductory data
structure or programming courses.
Identifying fragments with any of the five patterns.
We have developed templates representing the general code
structure of the five patterns described above. For example,
Figure 3 is the general form of the Listing 1. For a given
loop within a method, we check if the loop can map to any
of the algorithm templates.

2
3
4
5

f o r ( DrawingView v : v i e w s ) {
i f ( v . getComponent ( ) == c )
return v ;
}

Listing 8: Use of relative clause: Lines 2 to 5: “Find
(return) drawing view whose component equals
given container”

Putting it all together. Consider Figure 3 and Listing 1.
Our first step of mapping the actual loop to an algorithm
template succeeds for the loop in Listing 1, which maps to
the algorithm template for get maximum. To synthesize an
abstraction for the loop, we extract the following based on
the extraction rules:
• <item> is weaponAttackAction object
• <collection> is vectorAttacks,
• <adjective> is highest (from the variable on Line 14
in Listing 1),
• current is fDanger,
• phrase generated for the assignment to fDanger is get
expected damage
• <criteria> is expected damage (i.e., Noun phrase in
the phrase generated for the assignment to fDanger).
Combining these extracted entities yields the phrase shown
in Listing 1.

Figure 3: Template for the Get Maximum Algorithm Pattern
Synthesizing description for an identified pattern.
For each of the five patterns, we developed synthesis templates to express the abstraction in a succint manner. These
synthesis templates rely upon the corresponding algorithmic
template for the pattern. For example, the synthesis template for the max-min pattern is shown in Figure 3.
Once a loop maps to a particular algorithmic template,
we generate succint phrases for each statement in the actual
loop using rules from [21]. We then look at the corresponding synthesis template for the pattern and extract elements
of the synthesis template from the mapping of the actual
loop values to the algorithm template. We have defined extraction rules for each algorithm pattern.
Extraction rules. For the max-min pattern, the extraction
rules are: extract <item> and <collection> from the actual
loop, using rules defined in [21]. Rules in [21] handle different ways of looping over each item in a collection, such as,
using an iterator or an index from 0 to N-1, where N is the
size of the collection. To extract <adjective>, scan the individual words in the words of the variable in the actual loop
that corresponds to maxItem in the algorithm template. To
extract <criteria>, scan the verb phrase generated for the
statement that assigns to the variable in the actual loop corresponding to current in the algorithm template. The noun
phrase in this generated phrase supplies the <criteria>.

Slight variations in the synthesis template. We have
a slightly different synthesis template in cases where we can
use a relative clause to synthesize a more succint phrase.
Consider the snippet shown in Listing 8. The loop maps
to the algorithm template for find. The synthesis template
for find is: find item (in collection) whose/which/such that
<criteria>.
The relative pronoun whose/which is decided as follows:
Given an item and a clause for the criteria of the form subject predicate object, if item is the subject then the relative
pronoun is which. If an attribute of item is the subject, then
the relative pronoun is whose. The default uses such that.
For Listing 8, item is drawing view and the clause generated for the criteria (line 3) is, component of drawing view
equals given container. Thus, in this clause, an attribute
of item (i.e., component) is the subject, hence the relative
pronoun is, whose, as shown in Listing 8.

4.

EVALUATION

We have implemented the algorithm described in Section 3.4 in a prototype tool for identifying and describing
high level actions in Java methods. In this section, we evaluate the output of our tool and examine how often our tool
actually identifies high level actions when executed on 1.2
million methods across 1000 Java programs.
Specifically, we designed studies to answer the questions:
Prevalence: How prevalent are the high level actions implemented as sequence, conditional, and loops identified
by our algorithm in Java software?
Detail Reduction: What is the reduction in the number of
statements that need to be read by abstracting code
fragments into succinct descriptions with our technique?

Precision: How precisely do we identify code fragments that
implement a high level action, and how well does the
synthesized description represent the high level action?

original size.
These results demonstrate that a significant reduction in
detail can be obtained with our technique, suggesting less detailed reading for a newcomer during software maintenance.

4.1

4.3

Prevalence of Identified High Level Actions

We selected a random sample of 1000 open-source Java
programs from Sourceforge. Cumulatively, these programs
contain over 1.2 million methods, with a median of 314 and
maximum of 144, 604 methods per project. We executed
our prototype tool on the 1.2 million methods and gathered
statistics on the frequency that the sequence, conditional,
and loop high level actions were automatically detected.
Sequence. Since high level actions implemented as a simple
sequence occur infrequently in small methods, we examined
the frequency of detecting these sequences in methods with
at least 10 statements. 155,289 (12.5%) of the 1.2 million
methods contain at least 10 statements. Among these methods, our prototype detected 17,205 ( 11%) methods with at
least one high level action implemented as a simple sequence.
Conditional. The corpus contains 144,562 if-else statements and 17,940 switch statements. Our prototype automatically discovered 58,439 ( 40%) of these if-else blocks and
4,319 ( 24%) of the switch blocks as high level actions.
Loop. There are 162,535 loops in the corpus, of which we
automatically classify 82,402 ( 51%) as iterating over all
items in a collection. 12,524 ( 15%) of these iterator loops
were detected as implementing an algorithmic pattern.
For this large corpus of Java methods, the frequency of
the identified code fragments ranges from 11% for sequences
within methods larger than 10 statements to 40% of if-else
blocks. These numbers are high enough to demonstrate that
our automatic identification algorithm for high level actions
has wide applicability.

Precision of Identification and Description

Procedure. We asked 15 human evaluators to judge the
precision of our prototype on identifying and describing high
level actions targeted by our technique. The programming
experience of this group ranges from 2 to 20 years, with a
median of 8 years. Eleven of the evaluators considered themselves as expert or advanced programmers. Seven evaluators
have software industry experience ranging from 2 to 7 years.
Project
Freecol
GanttProject
HsqlDB
Jajuk
JBidwatcher
JHotDraw
PlanetaMessenger
SweetHome3D

#m
5971
4956
5150
2139
1877
4267
1142
4083

kloc
110
60
136
44
30
63
22
73

Project
Freemind
Hibernate
Jabref
JavaHMO
JFtp
MegaMek
Vuze

#m
6110
12793
5368
1737
2379
9256
36372

kloc
94
148
100
32
45
200
700

Table 1: Subject programs in precision study. #m:
# methods; kloc: 1000 lines of code.

conditional. The conditionals identified as a high level
action contained 246,703 statements. These were reduced
to 70,730 phrases (29% of original size).

From the 1000 open-source Java programs, we selected
methods from 15 projects of different domains and executed
our prototype on these methods (see selection method below). Table 1 shows the characteristics of these 15 projects.
We gave each evaluator 15 code fragments identified as a
high level action by our prototype. These code fragments
were drawn randomly across the methods analyzed by our
tool. Each human evaluated 5 sequences, 5 conditionals ,
and 5 loops. To account for variation in human opinion,
we gathered three separate judgements for each code fragment. Thus, we obtained 225 independent judgements on 75
identified code fragments, by 15 developers evaluating independently in groups of 3. To control for learning effects, the
evaluators in a group did not examine the code fragments
in the same order.
Although we are identifying and abstracting code fragments, an evaluator might need to read the entire method
to judge the tool’s identification and abstraction. Thus, to
avoid burdening the evaluators, we selected code fragments
from methods with at most 20 statements. Thus, we executed our tool on each method with up to 20 statements
across the 15 programs, and collected the methods in which
our tool identified a high level action. We then randomly
chose 25 fragments each of sequence, conditional, and loop
from this collection of methods. For loops, we randomly
chose 5 fragments from each of the 5 patterns. Each group
of evaluators had one fragment of each loop pattern.
We showed evaluators each code fragment assigned to
them and asked them first to write an abstraction (i.e., English description) of the code fragment. To avoid bias, we
deliberately did not provide an explicit definition or examples of an abstraction. They were allowed to use any resource
to help write a description, such as the method containing
the fragment, any existing comments, or the signatures of
called methods. We then asked for their opinion on the following two propositions:

loop. Loops with patterns originally contained 49,387 statements which were synthesized to 12,524 phrases (25% of

P1: The fragment of statements from lines = X to Y re-

4.2

Potential Reduction in Reading Detail

One measure of the effectiveness of our technique is to
quantify how much code a human can avoid reading by instead reading our synthesized high level descriptions. We
focus here on how much detail is reduced or collapsed into
our descriptions for each kind of statement grouping — sequence, conditional, and loop. Thus, each time we synthesize a description, we count the number of statements that
were captured by our description and the number of phrases
in the resulting description. While each sequence is reduced
to a single phrase, conditionals are typically described by
one phrase for the body (then and else parts combined) and
one phrase for the set of guarding conditions. The number
of phrases for the patterns implemented by loops varies with
the pattern.
Across the 1.2 million methods of the 1000 programs, we
computed the following Detail Reduction information about
the reduction in reading detail achieved by our prototype:
sequence. Of the sequences implementing a high level action, there were 159,114 statements originally, which were
synthesized to 35,130 phrases (22% of the original size).

flects a high level action that could be expressed as a
succint phrase by a human. i.e.,
• There are no other statement(s) in the method
that you would include in the fragment, AND
• there are no statement(s) in the fragment that you
would exclude from the fragment.
P2: The description represents an abstraction of the block.
To reduce bias, we showed our synthesized description to
the evaluators after they answered P1 and before they responded to P2. The evaluators were asked to respond to
the above two propositions via the widely used five-point
Likert scale, (1) Strongly Disagree, (2) Disagree, (3) Unsure
(Neither agree nor disagree), (4) Agree, (5) Strongly Agree.
Results and Discussion. Table 2 shows the number of
individual developer responses along the Likert scale. The
results quite strongly suggest that the code fragments that
we automatically identify as a high level action are indeed
viewed as high level actions by humans. Similarly, the results indicate that we are able to synthesize descriptions
that accurately represent the high level action. In 192 of
225 responses, humans strongly agreed that the identified
code fragment represented an abstractable high level action.
Only in 12 cases did humans not agree with our proposition. Similarly, 165 of 225 human responses strongly agreed
that the synthesized description represented an abstraction
of the fragment. In only 23 of 225 responses, developers
did not agree or strongly agree with this proposition. When
considering the majority of the three opinions for a given
code fragment, for all 75 fragments examined, the majority agreed or strongly agreed that the fragment reflected a
high level action (P1). For 73 of 75 fragments, the majority agreed or strongly agreed with P2, that the synthesized
description represented the high level action.
Response
1:S Disagree
2:Disagree
3:Neutral
4:Agree
5:S Agree
Total

Sq
0
3
0
8
64
75

Identification
Co
Lp
All
1
1
2
2
0
5
2
3
5
5
8
21
65
63
192
75
75
225

Sq
1
4
1
13
56
75

Description
Co
Lp
0
2
3
3
6
3
13
11
53
56
75
75

All
3
10
10
37
165
225

Table 2: Precision results: Distribution of human
judgements of high level action identification and description. Sq: sequence; Co: conditional; Lp: loop.
While the results are very encouraging, we analyzed the
few fragments for which a majority of the evaluators did not
agree or strongly agree with the proposition P2. In one loop,
we identified the count pattern, but there is an additional
object creation action which we did not include in the description. In a conditional fragment, the then has multiple
statements each of which has a corresponding similar statement in the else branch. This is challenging to our current
tool when attempting to produce a succint description, and
two evaluators thus responded with the unsure response.
We also examined the fragments where any one evaluator
did not agree or strongly agree with the propositions. For
identification, P1, there were 12 such cases. The interesting
cases were those fragments where the evaluator wanted us to
include the declaration of the variable used in a conditional
or loop expression in our description.

For description, P2, 23 responses had an evaluator who
did not agree or strongly agree with the proposition. 18
responses were when an evaluator did not agree or strongly
agree with our proposition. Among these, the unsure or
disagree was mainly due to the evaluator wanting additional
information in the description. Usually this information was
found in the parameter of a method call in the statement.

4.4

Summary of Results

Our study of the prevalence of detected high level actions
in over 2.1 million methods indicates that our algorithm
for automatically identifying code fragments that implement
high level actions has wide applicability. Measuring the size
of the statement groupings when we synthesize descriptions
suggests a significant reduction in the details (concepts) that
a reader may have to examine for program comprehension.
Finally, human judgements by 15 developers strongly suggest indeed they view the code fragments that we identify
as high level actions and our synthesized descriptions accurately express the abstraction.

4.5

Threats to Validity

Our results may not generalize to other Java programs or
languages. To mitigate, this we downloaded 9000 most popular projects from Sourceforge, and the 1000 programs are
drawn from this set. We chose our samples for study from
across 15 diverse projects. In the precision study, the code
fragments were drawn from methods with 20 or fewer statements for human judgement, thus our results might vary on
larger programs. All our evaluators were non-novices, so our
results might not hold with novices. Our reduction in reading detail provides one way to measure the amount of code
that a developer may be able to avoid reading, given a high
level description. It is still possible a developer would want
to read at that level of detail.

5.

IMPROVING CLIENT TOOLS

Another measure of this work’s contribution is the impact on client tools for software maintenance. While we
briefly mention other uses in the introduction, this section
details some examples of how our technique can contribute
to refactoring, automatic internal documentation, method
renaming, and improving on our previous work in generating summary comments for methods.
Extract Method Refactoring. Fowler [7], states: “You
have a code fragment that can be grouped together, turn the
fragment into a method whose name explains the purpose of
the method”. The key steps are:
1. Identify code fragment to extract into a separate method
2. Identify input parameters and return type for extracted
method, create a new method and replace fragment in
the original method by a call to the extracted method
3. Provide a descriptive name for the extracted method
While IDEs like Eclipse support the middle step (i.e., the
actual extraction process), there are no proven automated
techniques to achieve the other two tasks. We believe that
the fragments identified by our technique will broadly correspond to some of the fragments described by Fowler. Moreover, the abstraction phrase generated by our tool for the
fragment can be used to name the extracted method.
Figure 4 shows a method, main from the open-source project
JHotDraw. Our technique identifies two abstractable frag-

Instead of changing the method name, a developer could
simply use the suggested name by our system as a comment at the call sites. From the project, xml-cml, consider
the method with the signature, getAtom(List<CMLAtom>
newAtomVector). Our system identifies the high-level action
get maximum in this method. Thus, the system synthesizes,
get atom with heaviest atomic number for the high-level action. From this description, one can automatically derive a
better name, getHeaviestAtom for the original method.

(a) Original Method

(b) After Extract Method Refactoring
Figure 4: Using our system for refactoring

ments in this method. The first fragment is the conditional
from line 5 to 12, while the second fragment is the statement
sequence from line 15 to 19. A developer could use this output to select the two fragments to extract into methods. Our
system generates the description “create application based
on what os starts with” for the first fragment, and produces
the abstraction “set different attributes of SVGApplicationModel” for the second fragment. The extracted method can
be named using the action and the theme in the generated
abstraction for the fragment from which the method was extracted. Thus, lines 5 to 12 can be replaced by a method
call createApplication, while lines 15 to 19 can be replaced
by a method call setDifferentAttributes. The method main
after refactoring is also shown in Figure 4.
Internal Comment Generation. Studies have shown the
utility of comments (including internal comments) for understanding software [22,23]. However, few software projects
adequately document the code to reduce future maintenance
costs [15]. Fowler recommends ExtractMethod refactoring
over the usage of comments within a method body. However, if a developer does not want too many small methods as
a result of the ExtractMethod refactoring, he can use our tool
to automatically identify fragments and use the generated
abstraction as a comment within the body of the method
for the fragment. This is particularly useful for inserting internal comments into infrequently commented legacy code.
Our tool could also be used to add empty lines between fragments to delineate the fragments and enhance readability, by
achieving a text document paragraph-like structure.
Suggesting more informative method names. The
benefits of having informative method names is well-known.
Unfortunately, it is also well-known that many methods are
not suitably named. We believe that our technique could be
used to identify methods whose name could be made more
informative. More importantly, our technique can be used
to provide a better name for some methods. Our work could
be used to make the theme of a method more descriptive.

Improving automatically generated summary comments for a method. Previously, we presented a novel
technique to automatically generate comments that summarize the major actions of a Java method [21]. Our current
work can be used to significantly improve the summarization. Consider Listing 2. Using the high-level action identification in this paper, we can produce the summary “create
oneline box. add the given components to it and return it”.
Recognizing the high-level actions in a loop can also help
generate succint summaries. In the method getConnectionSize from project Vuze(Azureus), by recognizing the count
pattern and using our synthesis process, a summary comment generator can produce the summary “count transfers
that have started and return count”. We believe that this
summary is a very good adjunct to the method name.

6.

RELATED WORK

To our knowledge, this is the first automatic technique
to identify source code fragments that implement a high
level action and synthesize a natural language description
to express that abstraction. However, there is work on automatically extracting topic words and phrases from source
code [19,20] and clustering program elements that share similar phrases [17]. Host et al. [13] automatically extracted
a verb lexicon from source code to help new programmers
understand typical verb usage in practice. Hill et al. [12] developed an algorithm to automatically extract and generate
verb, noun, and prepositional phrases from method and field
signatures. The phrases are used to capture word context of
natural language queries for software search. In this paper,
we go beyond this by generating phrases for various length
code fragments involving different types of statements. Additionally, these techniques do not identify code fragments
that collectively implement a particular high level action
within a given method.
Existing research into design recovery and reuse has also
used information from identifiers [1, 5, 9]. However, all of
these approaches require an expert-defined domain model
or knowledge base, which is not available for all software
systems or domains.
Our work might sound similar to finding “beacons” [2, 4].
A beacon can be a well known coding pattern (e.g., 3 lines for
swapping array elements), meaningful identifiers, program
structure, or comment statements, that signal something to
the code reader wants to know about the code segment’s
functionality. Beacons only represent a name given to a
visually recognizable entity or pattern. Our work automatically finds some of these fragments in code and generates
an abstraction for the fragment. Gil and Maman [8] define
the notion of traceable patterns, which are similar to design
patterns, except that they are mechanically recognizable
and represent lower level abstraction, (e.g., data manager
or pool). Particularly, they present a catalog of 27 micro

patterns, that is, class-level traceable patterns, for Java, intended for design assessment. In contrast, our work focuses
on identifying high level actions within methods, providing
support for different client tools.
Method extraction is primarily based on slicing; blockbased slicing [24] or program transformations with slicing [16]
to make the dependence-related statements contiguous for
extract method refactoring. Our approach would potentially identify candidate fragments not identified through dependencies, does not require code transformations to make
contiguous, and can identify good names for the extracted
method using the phrases we generate.
Host and Ostvold [14] developed name-specific implementation rules mined from a large corpus of Java programs, applied the rules to identify method names that do not match
their implementation, and then suggest better method names.
To the best of our understanding, their work is restricted to
checking if the action (verb) in the method name is appropriate. Our work can help in identifying if the the theme
of the action is appropriate and can make suggestions to
improve the theme part of the method name.
Lastly, this work enables automatically generated comments well beyond our previous work in summary comment
generation [21] in several important ways. Our previous
comment generation focused on identifying important content for the method summary and then generating text for
each selected statement in isolation. This paper addresses
the problem of identifying which blocks of statements form
a single high level step, which is a different problem from
identifying the important content for a summary. Additionally, our text generation in this work takes into account the
set of statements to generate a single cohesive phrase for
that step. Each statement in the identified code fragment
is not analyzed in isolation but instead the set is analyzed
as a group for text generation. Thus, we can now generate internal comments for statement blocks as well as use
the phrases generated for high level steps to improve the
abstraction level of summary comments. Other documentation generation work has focused on specific aspects of
source code [3].

7.

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

To our knowledge, we have presented the first technique
for identifying code fragments of statement sequences, conditionals and loops that can be abstracted as a high level
action, with the capability of also automatically synthesizing a natural language description of the abstraction. Based
on 15 experienced Java programmers’ opinions, we are quite
encouraged by both our success in accurately identifying a
widely applicable set of code fragments, and in synthesizing
descriptions that humans believe accurately express the high
level action. The descriptions enable software maintainers
to avoid reading details that can be described at a higher
level of abstraction as a statement grouping.
In the future, we will continue to augment our system by
examining additional potential code patterns in loops and
non-loop constructs with different characteristics observed
in our corpus, with attention to both identification and synthesis of succinct, informative descriptions. We plan to integrate our work in this paper into our summary comment generator to investigate the improvements made possible. We
will also integrate the techniques into Eclipse and investigate usefulness for refactoring with human study. There are

several other client tools that we believe we can build upon
the descriptions that we synthesize for code fragments.

8.
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